A Comparison of Two Configurations for a Dual-Resonance Cymbal Transducer.
The ability to design tuned ultrasonic devices that can be operated in the same mode at two different frequencies has the potential to benefit a range of applications, such as surgical cutting procedures where the penetration through soft then hard tissues could be enhanced by switching the operating frequency. The cymbal transducer has recently been adapted to form a prototype ultrasonic surgical cutting device that operates at a single frequency. In this paper, two different methods of configuring a dual-resonance cymbal transducer are detailed. The first approach relies on transducer fabrication using different metals for the two endcaps, thereby forming a dual-resonance transducer. The second employs transducer endcaps composed from a shape memory alloy, superelastic Nitinol. The resonance frequency of the Nitinol transducer depends on the phase microstructure of the material, switchable through the temperature or stress dependence of the Nitinol endcaps. The vibration response of each transducer is measured through electrical impedance measurements and laser Doppler vibrometry, and finite-element analysis is used to show the sensitivity of transducer modal response to the fabrication processes. Through this paper, two viable dual-resonance cymbal transducers are designed and characterized and compared to illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of the two different approaches.